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A dictionary that can be used as a stand-
alone resource, but can also be used as

an embedded component, in other
applications such as scientific
applications or, technical term

translation tools. A dictionary that can be
used as a stand-alone resource, but can

also be used as an embedded
component, in other applications such as
scientific applications or, technical term
translation tools. Technical Dictionary
English Dutch Features: • Text in both
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English and Dutch can be read in Excel
or Access format. • Search by exact

phrase, parts of it or any other criteria. •
Replace specific words or phrases by

their equivalents in the Dutch language.
• Cut, copy or paste any of the entries

(the entire phrase or parts of it) to a new
table, sheet, cell or other Excel

component. • Sort by the first letter of
each word of the phrase. • Filter entries

based on the technical term field. •
Access to the entire English-to-Dutch

dictionary or its parts as external
resources. • Added description for the

Dictionary, Library and Toolbar items in
general settings. Added description for
the Dictionary feature. Changed name

from Dictionary to Language Translator.
Changed name from Language

Translator to Technical Dictionary.
Compatibility changes: The database is

saved in XLSX format, which is why
Microsoft Excel 2007 or higher is

required for opening this type of file.
Technical Dictionary English Dutch

Description: A dictionary that can be
used as a stand-alone resource, but can

also be used as an embedded
component, in other applications such as
scientific applications or, technical term

translation tools. A dictionary that can be
used as a stand-alone resource, but can

also be used as an embedded
component, in other applications such as
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scientific applications or, technical term
translation tools. Technical Dictionary
English Dutch Features: • Text in both
English and Dutch can be read in Excel

or Access format. • Search by exact
phrase, parts of it or any other criteria. •

Replace specific words or phrases by
their equivalents in the Dutch language.
• Cut, copy or paste any of the entries

(the entire phrase or parts of it) to a new
table, sheet, cell or other Excel

component. • Sort by the first letter of
each word of the phrase. • Filter entries

based on the technical term field. •
Access to the entire English-to-Dutch

dictionary or its parts as external
resources. •
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Technical Dictionary English Dutch Crack + For PC

You can find detailed information on the
various technical terms, such as their
meaning, their corresponding words in
the Dutch language, and their use in
computers. Technical Dictionary English
Dutch Keywords: The database features
only word pairs and technical terms,
without any explanations or usage
examples. Technical Dictionary English
Dutch Examples: The word pairs are
highlighted in the file, but their meaning
is not included in this format. Technical
Dictionary English Dutch is a
comprehensive database created in
Microsoft Excel, which provides you with
a multitude of technical terms. The file
lists several technical terms in English,
along with their corresponding words in
the Dutch language. The file can be used
as a simple, standalone dictionary since
it can easily be opened in Microsoft Excel
and allows you to use all the afferent
functions. For instance, you can search
for a particular word, either by matching
the entire phrase or just parts of it. You
may also replace words, cut, copy or
paste them, as well as perform any of
the required tasks that Excel supports.
Technical Dictionary English Dutch
features thousands of entries, meaning
pairs of words in English and Dutch,
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which can be read either in Excel or
Access format. The database includes
various technical terms, from a multitude
of fields. For instance, you can find the
translations for electrical, engineering,
automotive, automation, mechanical,
computer science or telecommunications
terms. Additionally, the database offers
terms in the fields of space science,
geology, hydraulics, mining or
machinery. The terms are sorted by their
first letter, similar to a real dictionary,
but you cannot sort or filter them based
on the field. The database can also be
used as a development component for
applications that require the translation
of technical terms. For instance, it can be
the basis of a Dutch language option in a
science-related application or it can
constitute the content of a technical term
translation tool. The database is saved in
XLSX format, which is why Microsoft
Excel 2007 or higher is required for
opening this type of file. The information
is structured on two columns, without
additional field formatting or column
headers, which can help you to easily
transfer the data. Technical Dictionary
English Dutch Description: You can find
detailed information on the various
technical terms, such as their meaning,
their corresponding words in the Dutch
language, and their use in computers.
Technical Dictionary English Dutch
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Keywords: The database features only
word pairs and technical terms, without
any explanations or usage examples.
Technical Dictionary English Dutch
Examples:

What's New in the Technical Dictionary English
Dutch?

The file includes three types of data. The
first one is the list of technical terms in
the English language. The second column
contains corresponding Dutch words,
which are linked to the terms. The third
column contains the technical concept
being related to the terms. In the case of
the English language list, the terms are
sorted by their first letter and can be
searched, cut, copied or pasted.
Technical Dictionary English Dutch
Technical Terms: The file includes over
7,000 entries, which means over 200,000
matches in a single file. The entries are
sorted based on their first letter and it is
possible to search them based on the
entire phrase or only parts of it.
Technical Dictionary English Dutch
Technical Concepts: The file includes
over 6,000 entries, which means over
4,000 matches in a single file. The
entries are sorted by their first letter and
it is possible to search them based on
the entire phrase or only parts of it.
Technical Dictionary English Dutch Excel
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Support: Technical Dictionary English
Dutch is a simple, lightweight and
powerful tool, which allows you to
perform several tasks related to text in
Excel. If you wish to open a file with
multiple Excel sheets, you have to: -
unzip the file - select the folder where
the database is stored - start Microsoft
Excel and open the file Technical
Dictionary English Dutch has been tested
in Windows 7 and it was proved to work
flawlessly. Technical Dictionary English
Dutch was created by developer, using
the product testing service. Technical
Dictionary English Dutch is a
comprehensive database created in
Microsoft Excel, which provides you with
a multitude of technical terms. The file
lists several technical terms in English,
along with their corresponding words in
the Dutch language. The file can be used
as a simple, standalone dictionary since
it can easily be opened in Microsoft Excel
and allows you to use all the afferent
functions. For instance, you can search
for a particular word, either by matching
the entire phrase or just parts of it. You
may also replace words, cut, copy or
paste them, as well as perform any of
the required tasks that Excel supports.
Technical Dictionary English Dutch
features thousands of entries, meaning
pairs of words in English and Dutch,
which can be read either in Excel or
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Access format. The database includes
various technical terms, from a multitude
of fields. For instance, you can find the
translations for electrical, engineering,
automotive, automation, mechanical,
computer science or telecommunications
terms. Additionally, the database offers
terms in the fields
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System Requirements:

Supported Operating Systems: Windows
7, 8, 8.1, 10 (32 bit) Memory: 1 GB of
RAM 2 GB of free hard drive space Hard
Disk Space: 10 MB of free space
Required Internet Connection: Broadband
Internet connection Sound Card:
Integrated sound card Keyboard:
Mammoth Two-Row Keyboard Mouse:
Logitech Two-Button Mouse Graphics:
NVIDIA GeForce GTX 465 or AMD Radeon
HD 7850 graphics
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